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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK

Strong

upward

price

momentum

continued

in

cryptocurrency markets last week with the price of
Bitcoin hitting yet another milestone (US$60,000) and
making yet another all-time high at US$61,000 over the
weekend. In Canadian dollars it topped out at $75,000 per
Bitcoin due to the combination of appreciating Bitcoin
prices as well as the rising Canadian dollar versus the
U.S. dollar. The price of Ether demonstrated more
volatility, with sharp movements both up and down
resulting in the coin up more modestly on the week.
Overall cryptocurrency market capitalization is now
approaching US$2T, sitting just under US$1.8T currently.
Bitcoin’s market capitalization makes up the majority of
that value, sitting at over US$1T once again.

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

NFTs Remain a Hot Topic

XRP Enters Ripple Lawsuit

Trade More Alts Today

To follow up on our note on NFTs from

XRP tokenholders have attempted to

Interested in trading altcoins not offered

last week, famed art auction house

insert

on Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account,

Christie’s sold two digital works of art

defendants

States

purchase BTC or ETH and then transfer

produced by the artist known as Beeple.

Securities and Exchange Commission’s

it to a platform offering the desired

The first sold for US$6.6M and the

lawsuit against Ripple Labs.

token.

themselves
in

the

as

third-party

United

second for more than ten times that
A motion to intervene was filed by John

amount at US$69.3M.

Deaton of Deaton Law Firm on Sunday
Interestingly, the NBA was an early adopter of

on behalf of over 6,000 XRP holders.

NTFs and has now sold over US$230M in

Deaton, himself an XRP holder, argued

digital

collectibles

of

NBA

highlights.

Canadian blockchain focused startup Dapper
Labs is the creator of the NBAs NFTs, which
use blockchain technology to create scarcity
for digital assets.

that the interests of tokenholders were
not being adequately represented in the
securities lawsuit against Ripple Labs
and its executives.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

Corporate Buying Continues

Crypto Investments Continue

Mining Firms Ramp Up

Corporations purchasing

In addition to purchasing

Another theme of this rising price

cryptocurrencies, particularly Bitcoin,

cryptocurrencies to hold on their

environment is the build out of

continues to be a major market theme.

balance sheets, corporations also

existing Bitcoin mining firms as well

Last week, publicly-trading Hong Kong

continue to make investments in the

as the start up of new mining

based beauty app developer Meitu

space in other ways.

operations.

Last week PayPal announced the

Last week Bitcoin mining firm Argo

purchased US$40M worth of Bitcoin
and Ether.

purchase of Curv for almost US$200M

Blockchain announced that it

Meitu is a photo retouching app and

as part of the company's larger crypto

purchased 320 acres of land in West

one of the most popular mobile apps in

ambitions, which include working with

Texas, intended for a 200MW data

China. Its Chairman and founder, Cai

central banks on digital currency.

center which it expects to build over
the next 12 months. These mining

Wensheng, is a known pro-Bitcoin
figure who in a 2018 interview

Additionally, luxury hotel chain Kessler

assets utilize renewable energy in the

disclosed that he personally amassed

Collection announced that it will now

area.

10,000 BTC.

accept cryptocurrency for bookings.

Crypto Reg Update

The IRS Wants its Cut

We Want to Hear from You!

The state of Wyoming reenforced its

Speaking at a Federal Bar Association

Have a question? Want to make a

crypto-forward thinking last week when

virtual tax conference, Director of the

suggestion to improve your trading

its senate passed a bill recognizing

Office of Fraud Enforcement Damon

experience?

decentralized autonomous

Rowe said the IRS launched “Operation

organizations (DAOs) as companies.

Hidden Treasure,” a new program that

We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch

will see the tax collector search for

today:

DAOs are companies whose

unreported crypto-related income.

governance is built on smart contracts

Rowe added that crypto fraud will be a

and where decision making is

priority. Operation Hidden Treasure, a

distributed throughout the organization

joint effort between the IRS’ civil office

rather being centralized. The bill now

of fraud enforcement and its criminal

proceeds to a vote in the Wyoming

investigation unit, will train agents to

House of Representatives, where it will

look at blockchains to root out tax

become law if it is passed unaltered.

evasion among crypto users.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is
volatile and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and
under no circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer
in that jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the
information contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information
contained on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person
as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other
person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

